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 LMV 
Value of stock owned 

DB 
Amount of $ owed 

EQ 
Equity you DO have 

Req’d EQ 
Equity you SHOULD have 

(Assume;  50% of LMV) 

Extra EQ? 
= Reg T - EQ 

Min EQ 
Equity you MUST have 

(Assume:  25% of LMV) 

SMA 
Line of credit (from Extra 

EQ) 

1.  Open account and buy stock        

2.  Market value increases     
(by ½ of MV increase) 

Yes   

3.  Sell stock     
(by amount sold) 

Yes   

4.  Withdraw cash    

(by exact amount 

withdrawn) 

     

 

5.  Market value decreases  

 

  

 

 
(by ½ of MV decrease) 

 

   

6.  Interest charged on Debit Balance        

7.  Dividends received or cash added     Yes   

8.  Deposit securities     
(by ½ of securities deposited) 

Yes   

9.  Use SMA to buy more stock    

(by 2 times amount of 

SMA used) 

     

 

 

RULES 

 
1. Always maximize borrowing—use borrowed money instead of cash, when possible. 
2. All problems affect either LMV (if stock) or DB (if cash), or both 
3. All cash runs through DB 
4. Excess equity (SMA) results if actual EQ is greater than Reg T (50%)  this creates SMA  
5. All SMA can be withdrawn unless a margin call results 
6. SMA has Buying Power ( = 2 times the amount of the SMA balance)  REMEMBER:  Buying Power is “SMA/RT” 
7. Account becomes restricted if actual EQ is less than Reg T (50%)  this is the “early warning” 
8. If the account is restricted, two rules apply: 

 Same Day Substitution:  Must deposit ½ the difference between purchase and sale transactions 

 Cash Withdrawal:  May withdraw only ½ of the sales proceeds 
9. If the problem says “initial” (“new” or “first time”) AND “short”, the answer is always $2,000 
10. Minimum Maintenance in a short account is 30% (versus 25% in a long account) 
11. Margin call will result if actual EQ is less than Minimum Maintenance 
12. Stock dividends have no effect in a margin account (cash dividends have no effect in an options account) 


